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Abstract—Sustainable human-computer interaction is investigating the role of persuasive and gamified technologies in
encouraging people to engage in a more sustainable lifestyle.
Motivation is a key requirement for behavior change, yet many
persuasive systems do not sufficiently account for motivational
aspects. In this paper we investigate under which circumstances
components such as feedback and game elements (e.g., rewards)
afford user motivation. The result is a taxonomy of design
components that is grounded in well-established psychological
theories on motivation. We illustrate how the taxonomy can
contribute to the design of meaningful persuasive technologies by
discussing a case study from the domain of sustainable mobility
behavior (the project GoEco!).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Research in the area of sustainable human-computer interaction (HCI) is investigating the role of persuasive technologies
in encouraging people to engage in a more sustainable lifestyle (cf. [1], [2]). Studies have shown that information and
communication technology (ICT) can indeed be effective in
changing a person’s habits, especially if one is already willing
to change, but lacks a clear understanding of how the target
behavior can be implemented ([3], [4]).
However, critics have also raised concerns about the limitations of current persuasive technologies (cf. [5], [6], [7]). For
example, motivation is a key requirement for behavior change
[8], yet many systems are not grounded in empirical research
findings and theories on motivation. The result are applications
that do not consider individual differences of their users,
as well as offering few ways to engage in self-determined
and collaborative approaches to behavior change ([9], [10]).
Recent attempts to overcome these issues by harnessing the
motivational power of games show promising first results (cf.
[11]). However, in order to be truly meaningful, gamification
(“the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” [12])
needs to tightly integrate a user’s (motivational) needs and
goals within an activity context (cf. [13], [14]).
In this paper, we investigate under which circumstances
components typically employed by persuasive and gamified
ICT (e.g., feedback and reward structures) afford user motivation. We present a taxonomy of motivational affordances (i.e.,
a classification of those properties that afford motivation [15])
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constructed through linking components of persuasive and
gamified systems to well-established theories on motivation
and discuss it from the perspective of user and activity context.
Using a case study from the domain of sustainable mobility
behavior, we illustrate how our taxonomy can be used as
a design guideline for persuasive and gamified information
systems.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We
first review basic motivational needs (See Section II) and the
requirements for behavior change (See Section III). In Section
IV we present our three-dimensional taxonomy of motivational
affordances. In Section V we illustrate how the taxonomy can
contribute to the design of a meaningful persuasive system.
Section VI concludes this paper.
II. G ENERIC M OTIVATIONAL N EEDS
Motivation “concerns those processes that give behavior
its energy and direction” ([16], p. 22). Several scholars (cf.
[5], [6], [7], [8], [15]) have argued that taking into account a
user’s motivational needs is one of the most crucial (but often
neglected) design aspects for ICT.
A. Psychological Needs
Psychological needs are innate ([16], [17]) and encompass
the desire for autonomy (choice), competence (skills) and
relatedness (relationships).
1) Autonomy: The need for autonomy is the psychological
desire to make self-determined choices, in particular during
the initiation and regulation of behavior ([17], [16]). An
example from ICT that fosters the need for autonomy is Khan
Academy1 . It offers multiple paths (representing a series of
lectures) that can lead to the same effect (e.g., understanding
a concept or acquiring a skill). Thus, the user can make
autonomous choices regarding which path to follow rather than
being “forced” to follow one predetermined way to complete
a lecture.
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1A

website offering free online education: http://www.khanacademy.org/

2) Competence: Humans have the desire to become better
at something, i.e., to acquire the skills necessary to perform
a task efficiently [16]. Ideally, the process of skill acquisition
keeps one in a state of “flow” (i.e., the complete absorption
of one-self in a task [18]). This implies that a task should
be neither too easy (boredom) nor too difficult (frustration)
to complete. For example, many websites use what is called
“onboarding” (cf. [19]), i.e., a tutorial phase during which
the user is guided and instructed how to use the site and
its features. Similarly, many computer games become more
difficult as the player gets better in playing the game.
3) Relatedness: People have the need for engaging in relationships with others. Reeve [16] notes that “mere interaction”
is a sufficient condition for invoking the feeling of relatedness.
However, in order to satisfy the need for relatedness, additional
mechanisms that signal recognition, acceptance and being
valued are needed. In a number of studies, Fogg [20] showed
that people can not only personally relate to artifacts but also
appreciate and respond to them in ways that resemble humanhuman relationships. ICT has also the potential to leverage
collective actions, during which an artifact acts either as a
mediator between humans, or computers and humans work
together on solving a particular problem (cf. [9], [10], [21]). A
vivid example for a collaborative approach to problem solving
is the rapid mapping of Haiti after it was hit by a 7.0 magnitude
earthquake in 20102 .

leaders without followers” [23] there is also the desire for followership. For example, Researchgate4 uses both mechanisms.
Power (thus leadership) is implicitly communicated through
various metrics (e.g., someone’s impact factor), while having
many followers signals other people’s interest in one’s own
work.
III. R EQUIREMENTS FOR B EHAVIOR C HANGE
The previous section discussed innate (psychological) and
learned (social) motivational needs. A system that intends
to persuade its user to change behavior will likely be less
effective, if it clearly violates universal motivational needs.
However, needs only partially explain how motivation is
generated and thus do not completely address how behavior
can be changed.
Fogg [8] argued that whether or not some target behavior is
performed depends on both a person’s motivation and ability.
In addition, there needs to be some form of trigger that
prompts someone to actually perform the behavior. Fogg’s
model (See Figure 1) illustrates the following relationship
between ability and motivation: If someone is highly motivated
to do x, she can be successful even if x is hard to do. However,
if motivation is low, even something easy to do may become
impossible. Triggers can either increase motivation (e.g., the
prospect of winning a large sum of money) or ability (e.g.,
specific information on how to do x).

B. Social Needs
Social needs are acquired through learning processes [16]
and encompass the longing for achievement (do well), affiliation (approve and get approved) and intimacy (secure
relationships), as well as leadership and followership (cf. [15]).
1) Achievement: Humans have the desire to do something
well (against a norm) in order to show competence. Competitions of any form (with a task, oneself or others) can facilitate
this need. For example, the website Stack Exchange3 gives
its users (virtual) rewards for successfully answering a large
number of questions.
2) Affiliation and Intimacy: Affiliation is the need to be
approved by others, as well as make others happy and satisfied. For example, many social networking platforms provide
mechanisms that allow to approve other people’s content or
get own content approved (cf. “likes”). Intimacy refers to the
need for secure and rewarding relationships. For example, a
popular online social network allows to mention the name of
friends in a post, which can be interpreted as signaling (to
others) a special form of relationship.
3) Leadership and Followership: Leadership refers to the
desire to impact, control, and influence others [22]. Fogg [20]
has shown that artifacts can exercise authority over humans,
e.g., fictional characters that take on a teacher’s role can
encourage people to study harder. Because “there can be no
2 http://hot.openstreetmap.org/projects/haiti-2

Fig. 1. Graphic illustration of the Fogg Behavior Model [8]. Retrieved from
http://behaviormodel.org/.

A. Motivational Sources
Behavior can either be extrinsically or intrinsically motivated. External motivation can be generated by environmental,
social, or cultural events [16]. Intrinsic sources of motivation
are related to a number of mental processes, in particular one’s
goals, expectations and the self.
Note, some of the elements found in persuasive and gamified systems can act as extrinsic motivators (e.g., receiving
points for completing a task). Extrinsic motivators are discussed in detail in Section IV. In the following we only discuss
intrinsic sources of motivation.
4A

3 http://stackexchange.com/
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social network for scientists: http://www.researchgate.net

1) Goals and Expectations: Goals are “internal representations of desired states”, such as “outcomes, events, or
processes” ([24], p. 338). One’s individual goals can generate
motivation and either energize or direct behavior. In addition,
behavior is constantly guided through the evaluation of both
efficacy (“ability to do x”) and outcome (“likelihood that x
succeeds”) expectations in relation to some goal [16]. Both
forms of expectation need to be reasonably high in order to
feel motivated to do x (cf. [8]).
2) Attitudes, Beliefs, and Values: People’s behavior is
mainly reflected by their attitudes, beliefs, and values (cf. [25],
[5]). Attitudes state what one likes or dislikes and can change
relatively easy compared to beliefs and values. Beliefs are
personal statements about “what is true and what is false”.
They are mostly based on experience and thus can change if
one discovers new aspects of a topic related to a belief ([25],
cf. [5], [26]). Values are behavioral ideals and preferences for
experiences and form the core of our personality. They take
the longest to change.
Change of attitudes, beliefs and values is often attained
by having access to education (cf. [26]) or through revealing
inconsistencies in one’s cognitions. Humans have the strong
desire to keep their behavior consistent with their beliefs. If
one enters a state of inconsistency, e.g., by noticing that current
behavior does not match current beliefs, behavior is adjusted
to match the beliefs. Similarly, if current beliefs are noticed
to not match some associated behavior, beliefs are adjusted to
match behavior (cf. “cognitive dissonance” [27]).
3) The Self: The concept of self refers to the mental representation people have of themselves and is constructed through
interactions with the environment, in particular through the
feedback we receive from other people [28]. The self can
influence motivation in two ways (cf. [16]). First, one strives to
move from a present self towards an often idealized future self.
Second, humans act in accordance with their conceptualization
of one self, i.e., one behaves in such a way that properties of
one’s self are confirmed (cf. “confirmation bias” [29]).

between an unwanted behavior and one’s attitudes, beliefs,
values, or goals. For example, the suggestion to add more
friends on Facebook can relate the behavior of logging in
to the need for relatedness. Facilitators increase ability by
providing knowledge (e.g., how to simplify a problem or by
showing shortcuts that save time and money), as skill and
context cannot be changed quickly. For example, informing
someone about the opportunity to save money by going to a
different gym on the way home (instead of taking the car to
the regular gym later on), can make it easier for a user to
reach the target behavior of reducing CO2 emissions [10]. A
major challenge is to time a trigger effectively. In particular,
triggers cannot succeed if the target behavior is far below the
action line (See Figure 1).
D. The Stages of Behavior Change
Behavior change usually undergoes several stages, e.g.,
from a user’s intention to change to actually performing and
maintaining the behavior. Li et al. [32] distinguish between
discovery and maintenance phase of behavior change (See Figure 3). During discovery, an individual wants to learn about the
factors that influence behavior in order to be able to identify
potential goals. In the maintenance phase a person actively
strives towards the goals, until she goes back to discovery to
discern more about herself and define new goals. Using the
Transtheoretical Model [33], discovery and maintenance can
further be broken down (See Figure 3).

B. Ability
Ability describes a user’s capability to perform some behavior and is determined by her skills and the context. Context
can be divided into environmental, technological, and individual context, the latter consisting of user characteristics,
knowledge, preferences and situation ([30], pp. 214). Situation
context includes the tasks and activities at hand, emotional
state, physical capability as well as physiological condition
or well-being ([30], [31]). Environmental context is locationdependent and includes factors such as the current weather,
objects in proximity, or possibilities for interaction.
C. Triggers
A trigger is anything that prompts a user to actually perform
a behavior. Fogg [8] termed triggers that act on a person’s
motivation sparks, and triggers that act on someone’s ability
facilitators. Sparks motivate by linking the target behavior to
one of the motivational needs or by showing discrepancies

Fig. 2. Transtheoretical [33] vs. Li et al.’s [32] Behavior Change Models.

People in the discovery phase start in a state of precontemplation and have low motivation and ability. Instructional
information or methods to raise awareness can help to move
to the contemplation stage [5]. Continuous self-evaluation
may eventually induce a transition into the preparation phase,
during which someone starts developing a plan. During maintenance phase, individuals start performing actions. In carrying
out the target behavior they may make a transition from
novices to competent individuals and later from proficient
individuals to experts (cf. [34]). Being experts, people have
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to be kept motivated (e.g., by not neglecting motivational
needs or actively supporting ability and motivational sources)
such that behavior is constantly performed (“rehearsed”) and
eventually internalized. However, the formation of habits can
take a long time (cf. [35]). During the maintenance phase (if
behavior has become a habit) people may relapse and fall back
into the contemplation phase. Note, one can be in different
phases for different types of behavior, e.g., precontemplating
to change behavior A and preparing to change behavior B [5].
IV. TAXONOMY OF M OTIVATIONAL A FFORDANCES
In this section we discuss the components that persuasive
and gamified technologies typically utilize to encourage behavior change from the perspective of motivational affordances
(i.e., properties that afford user motivation [15]). To allow
for meaningful gamified and persuasive systems, designers
should choose components depending on both the objectives
and the users of the system. To guide this process we present
empirical evidence on the advantages and disadvantages of
each component in terms of motivation given a specific user
and activity context. We first outline general design principles
and then present mechanics, i.e., possible means of interaction
between system and user. Mechanics can be implemented
using one or several concrete elements. For an overview of
the taxonomy see Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Taxonomy of Motivational Affordances

A. General Design Principles
The following principles are abstract patterns and emerging
properties that cannot be integrated in a system by simply
adding one or several specific components. This section builds
on the insights we gained from discussing the previous two
sections on motivation.
1) Offer Meaningful Suggestions: There are two major
challenges in designing persuasive systems that support people
in pursuing their goals (e.g., to reduce their CO2 footprint).
First, people need to become aware of behavior that is
harmful to achieving their goal. Second, it is necessary to
offer meaningful alternatives to current behavior if it does

not align with the intended goal. For example, ICT can
help to increase both efficacy and outcome expectations by
making concrete suggestions on how behavior can be adjusted.
However, suggestions can only be meaningful it they do not
interfere with other goals one may have (cf. [36], [37], [38]).
For example, the suggestion to take the bus instead of the car
is not meaningful if at a given time no such option is available,
or if it would imply to be be late for an important meeting.
Meaningful suggestions need to integrate several sources of
information, e.g., calendar and sensed transport mode. For a
detailed discussion of such issues, see Weiser et al. [10].
2) Support User Choice: In order to support the need
for autonomy, users should be given the ability to set their
own goals (e.g., how to achieve some target behavior) and
work on achieving goals at their own pace. Choices offered
by the system need to go beyond “either-or” options (e.g.,
it should be tolerated that someone does not choose either
one), in order to truly support one’s psychological needs [39].
User may feel patronized by the system (cf. [6], [7]), if only
one form of behavior is appropriate (i.e., the one the system
designer had in mind). In addition, giving users autonomy over
their actions enables user empowerment strategies [40]. For
example, users may be given the possibility to explore causeand-effect relationships interactively and virtually rehearse
behavior through means of simulation (cf. [20]).
3) Provide User Guidance: Users should be guided through
the process of acquiring a skill necessary to perform the target
behavior. For example, this may happen through task reduction
and tunneling, i.e., making tasks simpler and controlling what
a user experiences, respectively [20]. Clearly structured information can help to identify the desired outcome and support
the user by suggesting how it can be achieved. Since people
may fail (or choose not) to complete a particular task, the
system needs to offer mechanisms that tolerate failure in order
to avoid frustration [16]. Tolerance of failure implies a relaxed
view on “appropriate behavior”, thus strongly connecting skill
acquisition (competence) to the need for autonomy.
4) Provide Personalized Experience: Designers should provide ways such that the users can express their self-identity.
This can occur through tailoring content to a specific user
(group) and mechanisms to let the users personalize their
experience with the system ([15], [20]). However, it is difficult
to categorize users without taking into account the particular
domain context. Thus, useful personalized services will need
to consider an iterative qualitative and quantitative design
process (cf. [41], [42])
5) Design for Every Stage of Behavior Change: Information systems should provide behavior-related information that
matches the requirements of the different stages of behavior
change (see Section III-D). For example, during precontemplation the system should provide ways to collect, integrate, and
reflect on behavior-related data (cf. [43]), such that the user
is given the possibility to become aware of the “problematic”
behavior. Information about easy ways to change behavior can
increase a person’s ability to change, while information about
one’s own or others’ behavior can aid self-reflection. This may
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be followed by a person experiencing cognitive dissonance
(e.g., if behavior does not match beliefs) or creating a spirit of
competition resulting in higher levels of motivation. However,
such effects are difficult to control. During the action phase,
a system can provide informative feedback, e.g., alternatives
to current behavior or suggestions to rearrange a task related
to behavior change. Note, it is challenging to automatically
recognize behavior change stages and to determine whether or
not a change from one stage to the other has taken place. For
a comprehensive discussion providing appropriate information
during each behavior stage, see He et al. [5].
B. Mechanics
Mechanics are possible means of interaction between a user
and the system.
1) Feedback: Feedback is visual, auditory, or haptic information on a user’s current state, e.g., the currently performed
behavior. Feedback is one of the most widely used mechanisms
in persuasive and gamified systems (cf. [44], [45]). It can act
as a motivational source by letting users evaluate how close
current behavior is in relation to a set benchmark (i.e., goals,
expectations and the self). Alternatively, feedback can facilitate
user ability (e.g., providing suggestions about things that could
have been optimized). Ideally, an information system that
knows the current state and goal of a user can give feedback
on the amount of discrepancy between current and goal state
and offer meaningful suggestions on how to improve without
patronizing the user (thus violating the need for autonomy).
However, the ideal frequency and timeliness of feedback is
notoriously difficult to determine ([5], [46]).
Feedback can either be given instantly or in an accumulated
(offline) form. Instant feedback creates a stronger link between
behavior and its consequences [45], however it should not
interfere with the activity a user is currently performing.
For example, because many countries prohibit cell phone
use while operating a vehicle, feedback on driving behavior
must only be given in a non-interfering way, e.g. in audible
form or after driving (cf. [45]). Accumulated feedback and
historical comparison can facilitate self-monitoring, supporting
the process of becoming aware of one’s behavior [47].
Other approaches to giving feedback aim at changing the
representation of a task [37] or exploiting cognitive biases.
For example, car drivers can be encouraged to slow down
through unevenly spaced lines painted on the road. Driving at
constant speed, a decreasing amount of line spacing creates
a sensation of increasing driving speed (cf. [3]). Another approach mentioned by He et al. [5] is to provide encouragement
even for small and unintentional behavior changes with the
goal to motivate bigger and intentional future behavior. This
works because performed behavior is justified by adjusting the
belief system (cf. “cognitive dissonance”). On the other hand,
it can be demotivating to receive feedback that contradicts
aspects of one’s own conceptualization because it introduces
inconsistencies into one’s mental representation (cf. [29]).
Sometimes feedback can backfire and generate a boomerang
effect, i.e., generate behavior that is inverse to the intended

behavior (cf. [48]). For example, telling someone that her
behavior is above average usually leads to an adjustment of
behavior towards this average, thus decreasing performance.
In addition, one cannot assume that feedback on behavior is
always used to actually change behavior (humans do not necessarily maximize utility [29]). However, perceived credibility
of an artifact giving feedback (e.g., expertise, verifiability) can
increase its persuasion capabilities [20].
2) User Education: Education is useful for situations in
which one lacks the knowledge to achieve the intended target
behavior, in particular, if it can provide advice on concrete
tasks a user should perform [45]. Education can thus fulfill the need for competence and, up to some degree, the
need for followership (e.g., if the device takes on a role
as instructor, cf. [20], [49]). Similar to feedback, education
can both facilitate user ability and generate motivation if it
manages to activate mechanisms such as cognitive dissonance
or foster competition. The primary and most effective use of
education is in early stages of behavior change, where users
are not fully aware of their problematic behavior, or lack the
ability to change. In later stages, it can be used to continually
supply novel and changing information to maintain interest
[5]. Note, purely normative education (“you must (or must
not) do x”) have little effect on behavior change because it
lacks contextual information ([40], [50]).
3) Challenges: A challenge is something (e.g., a task or
problem) that is difficult to do. Challenges appeal to our
psychological need for competence, because they can act
as a benchmark against which we judge our performance.
Challenges are good in settings with diverse users (cf. [51]),
and with users that have no concrete goal (thus creating a goal)
or don’t know how to reach a goal (thus providing guidance)
[49]. Challenges can facilitate user ability by splitting up
a task into smaller and more manageable parts. Re-framing
a challenge can decrease completion time and increase the
likelihood it is completed. For example, this has been shown
by restructuring a challenge that actually requires 8 steps to
complete into a new challenge that formally consists of 10
steps, but gives away the first two steps for free (cf. [52]).
Further, one may provide reasonable default goals (close to
the intended target behavior), since most people do not deviate
from default options even if they are given other choices [3].
4) Rewards: Rewards are anything that is given to users
because of something they have achieved. Rewards are the
prototypical form of external motivation [16], but can also
fulfill the need for achievement and competence. For example,
competence can be triggered when a user is rewarded for
an increase in skill. Rewards can only generate motivation,
because they don’t change the ability to perform a behavior
(except if the reward itself is a tool that increases ability).
Rewards only provide little motivation if they do not have
a moment of surprise, e.g., occur in regular intervals and are
predictable [53]. In addition, people who experience pleasure
from receiving rewards will (over time) need bigger rewards
to trigger the same amount of satisfaction [54]. Rewards can
provide a strong motivational source, but like all extrinsic
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motivators, are less effective for changing behavior in the long
run because externally motivated behavior only lasts as long
as the external motivator exist [55]. Also, while rewards may
invoke a feeling of achievement (through the act of collecting
them), they can reduce motivation to do something to the act of
collecting rewards (cf. [56]). On people who are intrinsically
motivated to do something the presence of extrinsic motivators
may have adverse effects [57].
Because of the negative aspects associated with rewards,
they should be used with caution. Further research is still
needed to identify methods that enable the internalization of
externally motivated behavior (cf. [2]).
5) Competition and Comparison: Competition is the process during which rival parties attempt to achieve something,
e.g., win a challenge. Competitions mainly appeal to our social
need for achievement and leadership. They can increase motivation for people who are naturally competitive and have about
the same skill, as well as are in comparable situations [58].
Competition can be problematic in settings where competition
is unwanted, e.g., within a family [59], or between people who
have different skill levels. If competitions are invoked through
comparisons with one-self or peers, the results depend on the
framing of the comparison (cf. [2]).
6) Cooperation: Cooperation is the collaborative process
during which several parties attempt to achieve something
(e.g., work together towards the solution of a problem).
Cooperation appeals primarily to our need of relatedness, but
can also satisfy the needs for affiliation (e.g. when a user
gets accepted into a team) and leader- / followership (when
cooperation involves some sort of leaders who direct and
organize the cooperation). It is effective in settings where users
are naturally social, know each other well, and have diverse
levels of knowledge ([49], [58], [60]). In contrast, anonymous
team cooperation seems to be less effective [61]. Cooperation
can often complement competition because “intergroup competition leads individuals to enjoy an activity more than pure
cooperation and pure competition” [62].
C. Elements
Design elements are concrete ways to implement the mechanics we discussed in the previous Section.
1) Assignments, Quests, and Goals: Assignments are concrete tasks a user needs to complete in order to complete a
goal. “Forced” assignments may inhibit the user’s need for
autonomy and lead to users feeling patronized. Quests, i.e.,
optional challenges are thus better suited. Both quests and
assignments can be “joyful” ways to break larger tasks in to
smaller and more manageable parts (cf. [50]), thus supporting
user competence. In order to support user autonomy, goals
should be specifiable by the users themselves. Goals show
better results on performed behavior when they are both specific and challenging [63]. This requires a solid understanding
of how the target behavior can be achieved within a particular
context ([64], [10]).
2) Points, Credits and Levels: Points and credits are numeric forms of rewards (i.e., of ratio type [38]) a user receives

from the system (or other users) with the intention to score
(rate) behavior. They also implicitly give feedback on user
behavior. While points may represent a person’s status and
signal advancement towards a goal (cf. [65]), credits can
usually be traded for other components (e.g., virtual goods see below) within the system. The amount of available points
and credits needs to be adapted to the difficulty of the task
involved, in order to account for different user personas and
behavior stages (cf. [44]). Giving points for performing some
behavior may have counter-intuitive effects. For example,
people who are given points for making “green trips” tend
to make unnecessary trips in order to score more points [44].
Sums of points or credits are often associated with levels
(indications of an amount of something) and can communicate
competence (i.e., invoke a feeling of progression). Levels can
provide challenge, feedback, and reward at the same time.
However, reaching levels too easily (or never) can make users
question their usefulness (cf. [19]) and decrease motivation.
The exact effects of points and levels on motivation are
still unclear. For example, Mekler et al. [66] showed that
they increased user engagement with a task, but did neither
positively nor negatively affected autonomy, competence and
intrinsic motivation.
3) Achievements and Badges: Achievements and badges
are nominal forms of rewards [38] given for the completion
of a task. Badges (visual representations of achievements)
can serve various psychological functions [67]. They can act
as a goal-setting device and thus challenge users to attain
a goal and thus the badge. They can also act as instructors
because they tell the user about possible actions within the
system. Furthermore, they are indicators of reputation, thus
can give indication about a user’s level of engagement and
her interests. In addition, they can act as status symbols, thus
satisfy the need for leadership. Finally, they allow users to
share experiences and thus foster group identification.
Online services that use badges show increased general
and targeted (i.e., steering towards a badge) user activity.
For example, Denny [68] showed a highly significant positive
effect of badges (i.e., the possibility of getting them) on the
quantity of contributions to an online learning Web site. At
the same time, the quality of contributions was not negatively
affected. In addition, badges may also encourage users to
engage in a system in a more exploratory and experimental
way (cf. [69], [70]). However, some users may not enjoy
achievements at all, either because they generally don’t see
their purpose [71], or people perceive them as meaningless,
e.g., in cases where getting them involves simple trial and
error tasks. Achievements that involve contextual information
(e.g., finding a location) are perceived as being more useful
than random ones (cf. [72]).
4) Virtual Goods: Virtual goods are things that have some
economic value and can be used for trading or display status
and rank (cf. leadership). Some virtual goods may even be
traded for real-world currency (cf. Gold farming5 ). Similar to
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5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold

farming

achievements and badges, acquiring goods can be a challenge
and lead to competition and cooperation. It may create a strong
relatedness to the system because material value is involved.
However, if users intrinsically enjoy using the system, they
show little interest in purchasing virtual goods. In addition,
users’ attitudes and beliefs about their peers attitudes strongly
influence the willingness to purchase virtual goods [73]. Virtual goods share most of the benefits and disadvantages that
are associated with other forms of rewards.
5) Leaderboards and Collections: Leaderboards (or highscore lists) and collections of rewards are public displays of
rank and achievement. Leaderboards may appeal to our social
needs to lead and follow. Both leaderboards and collections
allow users to compare themselves with others, as well as selfevaluate performance (cf. [74]). Leaderboards can even have
a demotivating effect on people who are lagging behind [75],
e.g., users that just started to use the system (novices), but
nevertheless need to compete with long-time users (experts).
Methods to decrease the negative effects of leaderboards are
to show them prominently only to users in the upper parts,
show only positions of the leaderboard in close proximity to
oneself, or to give more points to people lagging behind (cf.
[76]).
6) Friends, Teams, and Groups: Friends, teams, and groups
are elements found in many services to signal relatedness and
intimacy with other people and can be part of cooperation and
competition mechanics. They can be useful for diverse user
bases, if leaders can help less advanced users in completing
tasks. This may enable collaborative and collective actions
towards the solution of a problem (cf. [9]). If users are too
diverse to allow for direct forms of competition, forming
teams and letting them compete against other teams can
equalize individual differences. However, the emergence of
“elite teams” may lead to demotivated and frustrated users
(cf. [19]).
7) Reminders: Reminders can have both feedback and
educational character. He et al. [5] suggested that reminders
can help users to not relapse to earlier behavior stages or to
encourage habit formation. However, even though reminders
increase the repetition of behavior they apparently have little
effect on habit formation [35]. Too frequent and regular
reminders can become a nuisance, but even nagging reminders
are sometimes perceived as positive [53]. In addition, social
reminders (i.e., provided by peers) are more effective than
automated computer reminders [77].
V. C ASE S TUDY: T HE P ROJECT GoEco!
In order to illustrate how the previously discussed principles
can be applied in a meaningful way, we use some context
parameters of the project GoEco! (a collaboration between
ETHZ and SUPSI in Switzerland). The goal of this short case
study is to show how both user and activity context can guide
the selection of concrete motivational affordances.
A. Objectives
GoEco! aims at understanding whether ICT-based ecofeedback information, social norms, and peer pressure can be

effective in fostering changes in personal mobility behavior.
In particular, we attempt to answer the question whether
such a system can help to reduce private motorized transport
and foster a transition to different mobility lifestyles, e.g.,
the increased use of vehicle-sharing or public transport. As
such, the objectives are to significantly (1) reduce the use
of private motorized transport without restricting individual
mobility needs, and (2) limit overall mobility related energy
consumption and CO2 emissions.
B. Target Behavior
The intended target behavior is people engaging in an
energy-efficient mobility lifestyle as outlined in the objectives.
However, a meaningful alignment of a person’s daily routines
and the system designer’s intention to motivate people to
engage in a sustainable lifestyle is challenging. This is because
of the spatio-temporal and social constraints we experience
daily, as well as the technical challenges involved in automatically recognizing and assessing behavior in order to give
meaningful feedback. For example, the suggestion to take the
bike to work is only meaningful, if it does not interfere with
the need for being on time for a business meeting. Similarly,
receiving a reward for taking the bus instead of the car can
only be meaningful if the transport mode can be accurately be
detected. For a detailed treatment of such issues see Weiser et
al. [10].
C. User Description
For GoEco! a “living lab” experiment (i.e. a field study
involving real-life users in real-world settings [78]) is set up,
consisting of participants from two diverse geographic regions:
(1) Ticino in Southern Switzerland, a vast area characterized
by urban sprawl, and (2) the City of Zürich, a dense urban area
offering a lot of alternative means of transport. The mobility
patterns of users are tracked automatically using a mobile
device. In order to perform reliable transport mode recognition
(cf. [10]) and to provide meaningful suggestions, baseline data
on each participant’s behavior needs to be collected during an
initial “training” phase.
We assume that users are initially in the discovery phase
(See Section III-D). For example, someone contemplating
change may be interested in receiving information on possible sustainable mobility options, because she lacks a clear
understanding of how to implement the target behavior.
D. Selected Mechanics and Elements
We now briefly discuss how the insights gained in section IV
can be used to determine if and how concrete mechanics and
elements should be implemented given the context described
above. In particular, the selection was guided by the intended
target behavior of the users, the spatio-temporal constraints
imposed by the geographic regions, and the empirical findings
discussed in previous sections. However, our proposed solution
should only be understood as an initial step in designing a
meaningful gamified persuasive system and needs to be taken
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with a grain of salt. This is because it is based on theoretical considerations and not empirical findings that tested the
particular configuration described above. Additional iterative
design steps will be required, guided by the users’ acceptance
and perceived usefulness of the chosen components.
1) Education and Feedback: In our case study, we assume
that potential users know about their “problematic” behavior
and have an interest in becoming more sustainable. Thus, the
system will not follow a normative approach, but instead focus
on giving concrete information about current mobility behavior
and possibilities for change based on the collected baseline
data. Such information could include suggestions on using
bus stops or car sharing possibilities. To support progression
over the possible stages of behavior change, this information
is shown more prominently when users are new to using the
application. Later on, educative information is replaced by
direct feedback on a user’s behavior.
To help users to become more aware of the impacts of their
mobility behavior we provide feedback mechanisms that are
based on the continuous evaluation of their activities. Feedback
is given in relation to the sensed transport mode. Instantaneous
feedback is provided by default, except in cases where the
system detects a transport mode that “prohibits” this form
of feedback (e.g., while operating a vehicle). In such a case
offline feedback, in the form of a summary, is given afterwards.
Feedback indicates how users progress towards a goal
(either selected by the user or suggested by the system), but
also includes meaningful suggestions on how to better align
and connect daily activities. For example, suggestions such
as (previously unknown) routes, modal choices or optimized
daily schedules can increase the outcome expectations of users,
as well as their knowledge and ability to perform behavior
changes.
2) Challenges: Due to the geographic and personal context,
users face a variety of mobility constraints (e.g., regarding
modal options, or personal daily schedules) and thus may lack
concrete goals for improving behavior. Because it is difficult
to assess what kind of behavior improvement is feasible (cf.
[10]), GoEco! only provides suggestions for goals that are
inferred based on baseline data gathered during the initial
“training” phase. In addition, goals also need to take into account contextual information, e.g., a user’s daily schedule and
possible spatio-temporal constraints. Users can then choose
personal and meaningful goals in respect to the baseline modal
choices, e.g.:
•

“I will reduce the use of my car by X percent.”

X specifies the quantitative target, to be chosen by the user.
Because most people stick with defaults, a challenging value
is provided based on the assessed feasibility of change.
While such goals may direct overall user behavior change,
they don’t facilitate a user’s ability to reach them (i.e., they
remain abstract in their goal description). With the intention
to overcome this limitation, optional quests are generated,
which one can complete in order to get closer to achieving
goals. Quests can be understood as breaking abstract goals

into smaller and more manageable parts in the form of concrete
plans, e.g.:
• “Next week, on sunny days, I will go to work by bike.”
Thus, the quest “on sunny days...” could be part of the goal
“reduce car usage by x percent”. Ideally, the difficulty of
both goals and quests increases with user advancement. For
example, if the system recognizes that a person is not able to
complete a challenge, easier ones should be suggested. This
supports progression along the stages of behavior change and
ensures optimal challenge.
3) Rewards: The difficulty of a challenge should ideally
be a function of user competence and context. For example,
someone having public transport available in close vicinity
can easily do without a car. For someone who lives in a
small village in some rural part of Switzerland, however,
this target behavior may be impossible. This observation may
seem trivial, but again, it highlights the importance of taking
contextual factors into account, if one wants to design a
meaningful persuasive system.
Generally, rewards should be given in relation to the difficulty of a challenge. This allows users with different contexts
and available options to compare themselves with each other. It
also means that points given for the completion of challenges
are not merely rewards but can be also used to generate
competition mechanics (See below).
In order to provide additional optional goals and instruct
users about possible actions within the system, GoEco! employs badges. However, they are only awarded for the completion of challenges potentially achievable by everyone. For example, someone who lives in a geographic region that provides
no car-sharing services could never get the “Master of CarSharing” badge. To encourage exploratory behavior, badges
are attributed for previously undisclosed actions. For example,
if the system detects that a user went to the supermarket by
bike instead of the regular car, a surprise badge is awarded.
Finally, in an attempt to guide user activity, badges are also
given for the recruitment of friends or sharing achievements
on social media.
4) Competition: Competition mechanics are implemented
using leaderboards that reflect a user’s status using a point
metric. In order to avoid some of the pitfalls of leaderboards,
they are individualized for different user groups, i.e., leaderboards only show the performances of users with similar
opportunities. Each user receives a separate ranking, in relation
to the accessibility one has to alternative means of transport.
In addition, top ranking users get to see leaderboards more
prominently (to trigger achievement), while others actively
have to request them (to avoid frustration).
5) Cooperation: In order to complement competition mechanics [62], GoEco! provides several ways of collaboration
between users. For example, groups of users who already know
each other can create teams to tackle challenges in a collaborative way. A team gets awarded points when individuals obtain
good performances (compared to the overall norm) or help
each other (e.g., by sharing a ride). To ensure that users who
are part of a team are not favored (and thus could generate
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more points), team scores appear in a separate leaderboard and
are completely orthogonal to individual scores.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
We presented a taxonomy of motivational affordances by
linking design components typically found in persuasive technology to well-established theories on motivation. Using a case
study from the domain of sustainable mobility behavior (the
project GoEco!), we demonstrated how our taxonomy can be
used as a design guideline for meaningful gamified persuasive
systems.
In this paper, we did not explicitly address the many privacy
and ethical concerns that arise from developing persuasive and
location-aware technology. For example, while detailed and
personalized information on people who commute the same
route regularly could allow for a more accurate ride share
service, it may also mean to give up traditional accounts of
user privacy (cf. [79]).
While we were able to ground many of the discussed
principles in existing literature, additional more conclusive
studies on their properties in relation to user motivation are
urgently needed. Existing empirical studies on gamified and
persuasive systems often suffer from small sample sizes, the
lack of control groups, and short timeframes ([11], [4]).
Because the meaningful selection and implementation of motivational affordances depends strongly on contextual factors
(e.g., the user base, in particular their needs and goals), future
research should not only compare different affordances, but
also their individual acceptance and usefulness in reaching
defined objectives.
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